Wine
Industry
Comprehensive knowledge of market, legislative, environmental and financial issues in the
wine industry gives us in-depth understanding of the key issues and challenges.
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Novogradac provides excellent guidance to those in the
wine industry
Novogradac offers an in-depth understanding of the key issues and challenges facing the wine
industry and provides owners, investors, lenders and growers with comprehensive knowledge of
market, legislative, environmental and financial issues. Our expertise gives wine industry clients a
strong accounting team that leads to the growth of vineyard and winery businesses.
Since Novogradac opened in 1989, we have offered a wide variety of accounting and consulting
services, guiding clients through tax, structuring and business issues. In the wine industry, our
professionals are especially qualified to address the factors that are transforming today’s wine industry
and to help clients establish the best practices necessary to accomplish their business goals.
Our mission at Novogradac is to help our clients achieve their business objectives. We provide them
with comprehensive services, offer creative solutions to complicated investments and meet their
needs for direction as they navigate the intricacies of the complex wine industry. Our professionals
are knowledgeable, innovative, flexible, solution-oriented, committed and passionate about helping
clients make the most of their opportunities.
We are committed to meeting deadlines with vigilance and speed, and our more than 25 years of
experience provides us with the history and resources to meet clients’ expectations while never
sacrificing quality.
Novogradac’s wine-industry professionals place the highest priority on our clients’ needs and stand
ready to provide them with the services they want, when they want them.

Knowledge and expertise to provide guidance to the wine
industry for issues involving:
• Maximizing tax benefits of
vineyard ownership,

• organizational structures to
maximize tax benefits,

• purchase price allocations,

• compilations, reviews
and audits of financial
statements,

• cost segregation reports,
• capitalization analysis,
• asset depreciation,

• valuation of vineyard
appellations,

• inventory costing,
• valuation of business
enterprises and its related
assets, and
• vineyard and winery
acquisitions.
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